Abstract. NURBS surface representation, combined with Differential Evolution (DE), enables us to perform automated non-imaging reflector design. The overall result is a simple automated nonimaging reflector design technique and only a little data such as desired illuminance distribution and searching limits are needed. Merit functions specific to non-imaging reflector design are presented. Using different merit functions, the generated illuminance distribution can be uniform as well as concentrated. DE is performed to obtain the reflector that generates the desired illuminance distribution. The photometric distributions are calculated through Monte-Carlo ray tracing and the illuminance value is used to calculate the merit function value. The validity of the proposed approach is demonstrated by optimization examples. Almost the same uniform illuminance distribution can be obtained using the algorithm proposed in this paper as that obtained by edge-raymethod. A concentrated illuminance distribution can also be generated using the algorithm proposed.
Introduction
Non-imaging reflectors are widely used in illumination and solar energy systems. [1, 2] In these applications, the nonimaging reflector is designed to convert the lambertian source into a beam with a divergence of half-angle θ without loss of throughput. One direct design approach is using algebraic methods, among which tailored edge ray approach has made great success. [3] [4] [5] In this approach, the two-dimensional reflector is determined by the reflector equations that are deduced from edge-ray method and conservation of energy. For three dimensions reflector design, it is common to solve the problem by reducing to two dimensions (2D), then the 3D reflector can be generated by means of rotational or translational symmetry. The second approach is indirect and it uses optimization-based design techniques. [6] [7] [8] Free form surfaces e.g. Bézier surface and NURBS surface are appropriate to represent the shape of a reflector in this automated design approach.
Since Holland laid down the basic principles of genetic algorithms, [9] the genetic algorithm has been proven to be valuable both in imaging and non-imaging optics. [10, 11] The Differential Evolution(DE) is a variation of the genetic algorithm and was proposed by R.Storn and K.Price. [12] Algorithm that combines the global search capability of the DE with the flexibility of the shape adjustment of free form surface has been used in the second approach of reflector design. S.Doyle used cubic Bézier curve to represent the profile of a reflector and paraboloid and ellipse reflector can be obtained using his algorithm. [8] For the design of the non-imaging reflector, we developed an algorithm to perform an automated free form reflector generation. The optimization examples show that the proposed approach is effective and robust.
Design Method NURBS Curve. NURBS has become the de facto industry standard for the representation, design and data exchange of geometric information processed by computers. The excellent mathematical and algorithmic properties, combined with successful industrial applications, have contributed to the enormous popularity of NURBS. The mathematical expression of a NURBS curve is as follows: P are the control points, u is the parameter, w i is the weight for control point i, p is the basic function degree and n+1 is the number of control points.
Optimization Procedure. To perform automated free form reflector design, a merit function is presented. The receiver is divided to n m × mesh. The illuminance value of each bin is calculated then the merit function is defined as follows:
where W ij is the weight value of each bin, and E ij , E ij ' are the calculated and the desired illuminance value of the bin with the serial number (i，j）respectively. If the uniform illuminance distribution is required on the receiver, E ij ' is replaced with a constant value E 0 in function (2). The string of the numbers that characterize a reflector profile is as a chromosome and the numbers that compose the chromosome, i.e., the NURBS curve control the point coordinates and weights is as genes. The DE proceeds as follows:
1. Initial population generation The genes of the chromosome in initial population are randomly generated between maximum and minimum limits. Let the iterative counter t = 0. The initial population
The population size is N and the optimum chromosome in the initial population is ) 0 ( best X .
Mutation implementation
The ith parent chromosome is calculated using the following equation:
where r1,r2 are 2 random integers in ] , 1
[ N , λ , β are two parameters. M is the number of variables. j V is the jth gene of the ith parent chromosome.
3. Crossover implementation The ith child chromosome is ) (t U i ,
The jth gene in the ith child chromosome is obtained by:
where CR is the crossover probability,
, rand ij is a random float point number between 0 and 1 and Rnd i is a random integer between 1 and M.
4. Selection implementation The merit function value of the child chromosome is evaluated and compared with the merit function value of initial chromosome. If the merit function value is smaller than that of the initial chromosome, then it replaces the initial chromosome in the population.
5. Stop verification The next generation of the population is )) 1
and the best chromosome is )
. Repeat steps 1 to 5 until a desired minimum merit function value has been achieved or evolution has attained the maximum iteration times.
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Abundant numerical experiments show that DE is an effective global optimization algorithm. [12] Using DE combined with NURBS curve representation, an automated non-imaging reflector design algorithm is proposed.
Application Examples
For the finite source, R.Winston has developed a method to design the CHC-type reflector as the function of desired intensity distribution using edge ray method. [3] If the acceptance angle function is known, the reflector profile can be determined by a set of equations. In our simulation, the height of the source is 2mm and the length is 300mm. The reflector in 3D space is generated by translating the reflector profile along X axis for 300mm. The luminous flux emitted from the source is 3lumens. The receiver is placed 100mm away from the source. Using Visual Basic and LightTools API (Application Programming Interface), a program is developed to perform automated NURBS curve profile reflector design. We call the reflector generated by edge ray method ERM Reflector and the reflector generated by our program DE Reflector.
Uniform Illuminance Distribution within Fig.  1 (a) . The simulation result is shown in Fig.2 (a) . Fore control points are used to represent the NURBS curve. Only the head control point is fixed with coordinates (1,0) and weight value 1, and the other 3 control points are all variable. The lower limit and upper limit of the Y control point coordinates are 1 and 18, and the lower and upper limits of the Z control point coordinates are 0 and 11. The control point weight ranges are 0 to 1. There are 9 variables altogether. The optimization objective is to generate a uniform illuminance distribution on the receiver within 733 . 0 733 . 0 ≤ ≤ − θ which corresponds to a 180×300mm rectangle zone on the receiver 100mm away, so a 180×300mm rectangle receiver is set up and is divided into 10×10 bins. All the E ij ' in equation (2) are set to 50lux and all the W ij are set to 1. The DE reflector is obtained after 100 iterations and the reflector profile is shown in Fig.1(b) . It costs about 8 h of computing time on a Pentium 2.4GHz with 2 Gbytes RAM computer. A new receiver with 200×300mm size is placed 100mm away from the source and 1,000,000 rays are traced to compare with the optical performance of corresponding ERM reflector after optimization. The simulation result of DE reflector is shown in Fig.2(b) . Vertical cut through the center of the illuminance distributions are shown in Fig.2(c) . The average illuminance difference of these 39 bins is only 5%.
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Optics Design and Precision Manufacturing Technologies Concentrated illuminance distribution. In this example, we illustrate that a concentrated illuminance distribution could also be obtained using algorithm proposed in this paper. Using LightTools, left half of an elliptical reflector is set up, and a point source is placed at the left focus of the ellipse. A 10×10mm receiver is placed at the right focus and divided into 11×11 bins. After tracing 10,000 rays, a concentrated illuminance distribution can be obtained. The illuminance value of each bin is used to represent the desired illuminance distribution. Only the head control point is fixed with the coordinates (0,0,) and weight is 1. The other control point coordinates and weights are all variable so there are 9 variables altogether. The reflector is obtained by NURBS curve profile rotating with Z axis.
After 100 iterations run, a NURBS curve profile is obtained as shown in Fig.3(a) . The process costs about 8h on the computer. The relative illuminance distribution of the NURBS curve reflector is shown in Fig.3(b) . The center illuminance value is about 88% of that of the illuminance distribution generated by ellipse reflector. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we investigate the possibility of using DE and NURBS representation to automate reflector design. The reflector profile is represented by NURBS curve in 2D space then is generated by translational or rotational symmetry. The coordinates of control points of a NURBS curve and weights are used as variables. Compared with edge ray method, almost the same uniform illuminance distributions can be obtained using the algorithm proposed in this paper for a given strip source. A desired concentrated illuminance distribution can also be obtained using our algorithm. The examples validate that the algorithm proposed is feasible.
